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Abstract: An alternative approach for combined frequency control in multi-area power systems
with significant wind power plant integration is described and discussed in detail. Demand
response is considered as a decentralized and distributed resource by incorporating innovative
frequency-sensitive load controllers into certain thermostatically controlled loads. Wind power plants
comprising variable speed wind turbines include an auxiliary frequency control loop contributing to
increase total system inertia in a combined manner, which further improves the system frequency
performance. Results for interconnected power systems show how the proposed control strategy
substantially improves frequency stability and decreases peak frequency excursion (nadir) values.
The total need for frequency regulation reserves is reduced as well. Moreover, the requirements to
exchange power in multi-area scenarios are significantly decreased. Extensive simulations under
power imbalance conditions for interconnected power systems are also presented in the paper.
Keywords: wind integration; demand response; frequency control; ancillary services

1. Introduction
The integration of renewable energy sources into power system has stressed system operation by
causing balancing resources to cycle more frequently, and generating ramps of critical steepness
or duration. Flexibility requirements increase strongly in power systems with combined wind
and PV (photovoltaics) contribution of more than 30% of total energy and a share of PV in the
renewables mix above 20–30% [1]. Nowadays, more than 140 countries currently have renewable
energy targets in place. For example, the European Union (EU) has set targets to achieve a 37%
renewables share in overall energy use, which could lead to renewable power generation shares in
the range of 51–68% [2]. Under this scenario, maintaining a close balance between generated and
demanded active power becomes crucial to guarantee power system security and stability, keeping
grid frequency within certain intervals—less than ±1% of the nominal value for European power
systems [3]. Traditionally, conventional supply-side units are equipped with primary and secondary
frequency control systems [4], using the demand-side response to restore the balance only under severe
instability conditions [5].
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The primary frequency control (PFC) operates locally by means of a governor to modify, around
a set-point, the mechanical power input of the supply-side units based on the local frequency
deviation [6]. This control system, also known as the droop control, is decentralized with a timescale
up to low tens of seconds and an initial rate of change determined by the rotating mass inertia of the
power system. A new power balance and frequency grid stabilization is usually achieved, but does
not in itself restore the nominal frequency. The main purpose of secondary frequency control (SFC),
also called Automatic Generation Control (AGC) from the supply-side, is to balance the total system
generation by recovering the global grid frequency and power interchanges among neighboring areas
to their set-point values [7,8]. These unintended frequency deviations require reliable and fast-acting
controllers to recover the grid frequency. However, many Control Areas (CAs) still adopt a simplified
approach in the design of AGC, i.e., the conventional controls—Integral (I), Proportional Integral (PI),
and Proportional Integral Derivative (PID). Although these gain controllers are simple to implement,
their performance is not always satisfactory, being usually slow and presenting a lack of efficiency in
handling system nonlinearities [9,10].
Over the years, the demand-side contribution to the power system started gaining considerable
attention as a measure to obtain frequency and voltage regulation. Increased attention has been
focused on demand response (DR), strongly motivated by the remarkable penetration of renewables
into current power systems, particularly at the distribution level [11]. Loads, such as Thermostatically
Controlled Residential Loads (TCRLs), can shift their demand over certain time intervals without
compromising their performance and services. In fact, some authors considered that over 40% of
residential appliances are compatible with load control strategies [12]. For this reason, TCRLs can
be considered as ideal to be used in dynamic DR strategies [13,14]. Moreover, taking into account
the large number of consumers and hence small loads connected to the grid, these strategies would
improve resource utilization and subsequently would reduce supply-side capacity requirements [15].
Advantages and drawbacks of different load control and dynamic demand can be found in [16].
Most contributions in the last decade have proposed switching-off/on actions applied on TCRLs
when frequency variations exceed certain limits [17–24]. However, these works have been mainly
focused on PFC. In [17], a simple and optimal control strategy is proposed to modulate the customer
load as a linear function of the frequency excursions. Short et al. [18] analyzed how a certain degree of
frequency stability could be achieved by integrating dynamic demand controllers into fridges/freezers.
These devices monitor the grid frequency and switch-off/on appliances accordingly, while achieving
a trade-off between appliance requirements and the grid. Scenarios with high penetration of wind
energy are also discussed. Samarakoon et al. [19] described a frequency-based load control scheme for
primary frequency response purposes by using smart meters. Loads are grouped according to their
relevance for the customer. When the grid frequency falls below the nominal value, each load controller
is switched-off for a specific time depending on the frequency excursion. In [20], an experimental
platform is proposed by using commercially available smart meters. These appliances are remotely
controlled through smart sockets to evaluate the load blocking strategies. In [21], a decentralized
approach for using TCRLs is proposed. The authors affirmed that a two-way communication between
loads and the control center is not essential when the number of individual loads is considerably large.
The value of Dynamic Demand (DD) concept is quantified in [22], enabling domestic refrigeration
appliances to contribute to primary frequency regulation through an advanced stochastic control
algorithm. In [23], a comprehensive central DR algorithm for primary frequency regulation is described
in a smart micro-grid. Contributions for transient studies can be found in [24], where a systematic
method to re-balance power and resynchronize bus frequencies after a disturbance with significantly
improved transient performance is described. Recently, we discussed DR strategies applied to PFC
by including auxiliary frequency control carried out by Wind Farms (WFs) [25]. The work focuses on
evaluating the two control actions counteracting frequency deviations as well as their compatibility.
During the last years, the high integration of wind resource into the global energy mix has required
an important reformulation of wind power plant services, including their contribution to the frequency
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control [26,27]. These requirements are regularly updated and often include very rigid criteria,
particularly in power systems with a relevant presence of wind power plants, where difficulties in
maintaining the grid frequency within an acceptable range emerge as an additional concern under large
wind power fluctuations [28,29]. In addition, some authors affirmed that the WT inertia contribution
to the total kinetic energy stored in the power systems is considerably less significant than traditional
power plants [30,31] and, subsequently, larger frequency deviations will be suffered by the systems
after sudden generation or demand variations [32]. Moreover, systems with reduced total inertia
experience a sharper immediate frequency drop under imbalance and, thus, are more vulnerable
and sensitive to involuntary under-frequency load shedding [33]. Due to this scenario, alternative
resources connected to the grid, mainly PV solar installations and wind power plants, are required
to provide ancillary services [34]. With this aim, a frequency-dependent control loop is proposed
in [35] for Variable Speed Wind Turbines (VSWTs) to improve frequency response and provide an
active contribution to the frequency control. This additional controller synthesizes virtual inertia for
VSWTs —i.e., kinetic energy stored in their rotating masses—that can be provided at the beginning of
a frequency deviation event, diminishing its impact [35]. In this way, Spanish wind power plants are
able to participate in ancillary services by a regulation framework issued by the Spanish Secretary of
State for Energy [36], which made it legally possible since February 2016.
By considering previous works, this paper analyzes the demand-side contribution to SFC as
an additional support to the frequency control strategy proposed in [21,25]. In line with these previous
works, a decentralized demand-side solution is proposed to avoid the cost and complexity associated
with two-way communications between many loads and the control center. The frequency-responsive
load controller is thus extended by considering an additional integral-action function. This function
adjusts the thermostat temperature of thermostatically controlled loads based on local frequency
estimates. As a result, their power demand profiles are restructured, thus achieving a reduction
(or increase) of their energy consumed. In this way, the controller is able not only to modify
load’s instantaneous power consumption, but also their energy demand during a specific time
interval. This innovative load controller operates autonomously and provides a decentralized
solution where individual loads are randomly distributed and connected to the grid. A two-area
interconnected power system is simulated under severe wind power fluctuations to assess the proposed
decentralized solution. An auxiliary frequency controller for VSWTs is also included to combine the
contribution of VSWT’s inertia to maintain the balance in future power systems with high wind power
plant integration.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the implemented two-area interconnected power
system is described in Section 2, including WF and demand-side modeling. The contribution of
demand-side to SFC is discussed in Section 3. Extensive results are provided and widely discussed in
Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.
2. Power System Modeling: Wind Power Plant and Demand-Side Contribution to
Frequency Control
2.1. Preliminaries
For studying the dynamic response of power systems dealing with frequency variations,
traditional system modeling has been based on the following per unit (pu) expression [5]:
∆PG − ∆PL = D∆ f + 2H

d∆ f
,
dt

(1)

where ∆PG − ∆PL is the power imbalance, ∆ f is the difference between instantaneous and nominal
system frequency and D, referred to as the damping factor, is the load dependence on frequency.
Assuming that grid frequency can be considered as constant over large interconnected areas,
the generating units can be then combined into an equivalent rotating mass M (being M = 2H
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and H the inertia constant expressed in seconds). Likewise, loads are grouped and considered as
an equivalent load, being D their equivalent damping factor [37].
For multi-area analysis purposes, the previous expression can be extended to different areas.
With this aim, Figure 1 shows a general scheme of two-area interconnected power system, including
primary and secondary frequency control by conventional generation units. This multi-area general
scheme is considered in this paper, where a grid frequency and a system dynamic response
characterizes each area. A high-impedance (elastic) transmission line is proposed to connect both
areas [5]. Conventional generating units—highlighted with dashed lines—are modeled by considering
Generation Rate Constraint (GRC) and speed Governor Dead-Band (GDB). The GRC is modeled by
considering an “open loop” method and by adding two limiters bounded by ±0.0017 (pu/s) within the
generating units [38]. The GDB is defined as the total magnitude of a sustained speed change within
which there is no change in the turbine valve position. The GDB transfer function model can be found
in [38], assuming that the GDB of the 0.06% backlash type can be linearized in terms of change and the
rate of change in the speed. Under the presence of certain nonlinearities and constraints, such as GRC
and GDB, system dynamic responses can present significant overshoots and long settling times for
frequency and tie-line power oscillations [39,40].

Figure 1. General scheme of two-area interconnected power system.

If one area is under power imbalance, the governor control mechanisms of both areas modify
the power system to recover power balance. Grid frequency deviation, ∆ f , is used as input signal
for primary and secondary frequency control. PFC is performed locally at the generator, being the
active power increment/decrement proportional to ∆ f through the speed regulation parameter R,
defined as the ratio of ∆P and ∆ f . Power flow control at the tie-line and damping of tie-line power
oscillations are required for effective active power generation and frequency control. In this respect,
SFC involves an integral controller modifying the turbine set-point of each area. A linear combination
of both tie-line power errors between neighboring areas, ∆Ptie,ij , and local frequency variations in
each area, ∆ f i , is used as the input to the corresponding integral controllers, which is called the Area
Control Error (ACE) [41]. ACE in each area is then defined as follows [41]:
n

ACEi =

∑ ∆Ptie,ij + βi ∆ fi ,

(2)

j =1

where the suffix i refers to the CA and j to the generator number; β i is the bias coefficient; f i is the
grid frequency of the i-CA; and ∆Ptie,ij is the actual value of the interchange power between i-CA and
j-CA. Further information regarding tie-line bias control applicability to load frequency control for
multi-area interconnected power systems can be found in [42]. The dynamic performance of the AGC
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system thus depends on frequency bias factor β i , in MW/Hz, and the integral controller gain value K I .
Optimal values of K I and β are estimated by means of an Integral Squared Error (ISE) technique,
ISE =

Z T
0


2
∆Ptie
+ ( β 1 ∆ f 1 )2 + ( β 2 ∆ f 2 )2 dt,

(3)

where ∆ f 1 and ∆ f 2 are frequency deviations in Areas 1 and 2, respectively [43,44]. According to the
specific literature, two different power systems were simulated: (i) the two-area interconnected power
system proposed in [10]; and (ii) a two-area wind farm integrated power system based on [43–45].
Figure 2 depicts the initial two-area interconnected power system considered for the simulation by
including the corresponding block diagrams.

Figure 2. Block diagram of two-area interconnected power system.

2.2. Wind Power Modeling
Accounting for the relevance of wind power integration, two WFs containing VSWTs are explicitly
considered in the power system model. Averaged time-varying wind speed profiles are applied to
both wind power plants to evaluate wind active power fluctuations on grid frequency stability.
Primary frequency response of WFs is improved by including an additional inertia controller.
This controller allows VSWTs to contribute to the system inertia through an active power regulation
under frequency deviations [25,35],
Pelcorrection = kWFs ·

IWT d f
,
2 dt

(4)

where kWFs is the virtual inertia factor and IWT is the WT inertia (pu). Larger kWFs -factors would
improve WT contribution, maintaining WT rotational speed values within acceptable ranges. Figure 3
shows this additional virtual controller depending on the RoCoF (d f /dt). An additional control
loop that synthesizes virtual inertia is implemented for the VSWTs to contribute to the system’s total
re f
inertia and thus to the system frequency control. The output power of the WF, Pel , is modified
( pu)

by an additional power Pelcorrection depending on the RoCoF, d f /dt, [30,46]. The global power of the
( pu)

WFs (∆PWFs( pu) ) depends on the number of WT (NWTs ) and the VSWTs power set-point (P0,WT ) [47,48].
The proposed approach is thus based on a modified inertial control scheme, involving quick response
through power-electronic circuits and subsequently providing frequency support from the rotational
mass kinetic energy.
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Figure 3. Virtual Inertia Block (VIB) diagram of the virtual frequency controller.

2.3. Demand-Side Modeling
Even thoguh demand-side was initially considered as non-controllable, nowadays, most authors
agree with the idea that the devices can be categorized into controllable or uncontrollable [49].
Controllable loads are then defined as the loads suitable for deferral or shifting their power demand
to off-peak periods without harming household’s convenience, such as heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning [50,51]. Because of their thermal properties, these devices can adapt their operation
through on/off signals without adversely affecting their temperature requirements. The rest of the
loads are considered uncontrollable, i.e., their use is completely determined by the end user. Assuming
uncontrollable loads to be modeled by an equivalent load, their global power depends on frequency
excursions through parameter D (equivalent damping factor), as discussed in Section 2.1.
In the proposed solution, controllable loads are modeled individually taking into account that
their individual power demand can be modified by the following controllers: (i) a proportional
frequency-dependent controller able to modify the active power demanded by the device and
thus emulating PFC from supply-side; and (ii) an integral-action controller able to modified the
thermostat individual load settings based on the ACE signal. The proportional frequency-dependent
controller was previously described by the authors and discussed in [21,25]. This approach modifies
the controllable load demand through forced switching-off/on actions. To operate under forced
disconnections, frequency excursions exceed a predefined threshold, ∆ f , for a certain time (see Figure 4).
Larger frequency deviations imply faster frequency control responses, thus entering the Control Region.
Small frequency changes are maintained during longer time intervals, delaying the controller actions.
Figure 4 also gives an example of ∆ f -time feature for a given load and its corresponding demand
profiles in the event of a linear under-frequency excursion. As can be seen, when ∆ f -time boundaries
are exceeded, load is forcibly switched-off for a predefined time period (OFF-forced). After a short
recovery interval of forced connection (ON) to maintain the temperature within an acceptable range,
and given that the frequency does not recover its rated value thus continuing within the Control Region,
the load controller restarts a new cycle of forced disconnection. These ON- and OFF-forced time periods
are designed keeping both appliance requirements in view and considering temperature limits that
may be almost imperceptible by the customers. Actually, most controls for conditioning spaces and
typical thermostat-controlled devices operate on a time scale of 10–15 min [52], which is in line with
the SFC timescales. The proposed integral-action controller is thus based on thermostat temperature
changes according to comfort level constraints and the expected demand-side contribution to SFC.
Further discussion about thermal inertia, heat–cool flow rates and SFC can be found in Section 3.
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Figure 4. Frequency-responsive load controller: example of demand-side contribution to PFC and
∆ f -time characteristic.

Figure 5 shows an extended block diagram by including wind power generation frequency
SFC ). As can
control (∆PWFs ) and demand-side contribution to PFC and SFC considered in Area 1 (∆PDS
be seen, supplementary power due to wind power generation frequency control, ∆P WFs , is added to
the conventional generation response (prime movers), ∆PG1 , to provide an additional generation to the
supply-side. The demand-side contributions to PFC and SFC are referred to as ∆PDS PFC and ∆PDS SFC ,
respectively. This multi-area power system model is an extension of the block diagram depicted in
Figure 2, by including frequency control to both supply-side—wind power plants—and demand-side.

Figure 5. Two-area interconnected power system.
frequency control.

WF and demand-side contribution to
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3. Demand-Side Contribution to SFC: Proposed Solution
3.1. General Description
The implementation of demand-side contribution to SFC is based on adding an integral-action
function on the frequency controller proposed by the authors in [25]. By considering two or more
areas, this integral-action controller gives a proportional value in line with the accumulated ACE of the
corresponding area, i.e., the linear combination of both tie-line power errors (∆Ptie ) and local frequency
excursions (∆ f ),
Z
∆Tset− point = k

(∆Ptie + β∆ f )dt,

(5)

where k-parameter (constant of proportionality) is estimated depending on the expected frequency
deviations (∆ f ), the time interval remaining, the frequency excursion and the comfort level
ranges allowed by the customers. Figure 6 shows the controller block diagram implemented in
Matlab-Simulink environment.

Figure 6. Demand-side contribution to SFC: controller block diagram.

Assuming that controllable loads operate according to their thermostat settings, TCRLs’ normal
operation patterns are then modified by changing their temperature set-points, ∆Tset− point . Recovery
to grid frequency deviations can be achieved by removing the residual steady-state error according
to both AGC from the supply-side and Equation (5) from the demand-side. Communication is thus
needed between the dispatch center and appliances when two or more areas are considered in the
power system model. Recent contributions evaluate the impact on power system dynamic of errors in
AGC systems [53]. Further discussion can be found in Section 3.2.
3.2. Implementation of Integral-Action Controller
For selecting the optimal value of k-parameter, three variables are considered. (i) frequency
deviation: According to the European Standard EN–50160 [54], it is stated that the nominal value of
grid frequency in most European countries, Asia and Africa is 50 Hz. It also provides the acceptable
ranges for frequency variations: for interconnected supply systems under normal operating conditions,
the averaged value of grid frequency measured over 10 s must be within a range of ±1% (49.5–50.5 Hz)
for 99.5% of a week [55]. The proposed frequency control responses proportionally to the severity
of the frequency excursion, and thus a proportional number of loads are called to switch-on/off
depending on the frequency excursion to avoid undesirable over-frequency values. Subsequently,
the number of loads is proportionally distributed taking into account that 100% of loads are required
to support frequency control when the deviation is higher than 500 mHz and then grid frequency
is kept within a range of ±1% (49.5–50.5 Hz), as previously commented. (ii) duration of the frequency
deviation: The frequency deviation is considered to remain for at least 5 s, to be in line with the
frequency excursion events emulated in the aforementioned contributions. (iii) maximum allowable
temperature variation for the thermostat set points: Firstly, controllable loads are categorized into different
groups according to their usage patterns and load profiles: (Load-Group I) including fridges/freezers;
(Load-Group II) with air-conditioners/heat pumps; and (Load-Group III) corresponding to electric water
heaters that have a great potential to store energy in advance [56]. In [57], load profiles of selected
major household appliances in the U.S. are discussed in detail. When considering Load-Group I, and on
the basis of technical specifications from different appliances manufacturers, the maximum allowable
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temperature variation range for the fridge/freezer thermostat set point is set to +2 ◦ C. For Load-Group
II, air-conditioners/heat pumps, a variation range of ±3 ◦ C is assumed acceptable for the customers,
i.e., +3 ◦ C for cooling mode and −3 ◦ C for heating mode. Examples of cooling devices in demand
response can be found in [58]. Finally, −6 ◦ C temperature variation range is considered for Load-Group
III. Hence, k-parameters are determined separately for each individual group of loads as follows:


k Load-Group I

 k Load-Group II
k Load-Group III


= −0.8 ◦ C(Hz · s),

= −1.2 ◦ C(Hz · s),
= +5.0 ◦ C(Hz · s).

(6)

The value of k is thus estimated taking into account tolerances of the various frequency excursion
phenomena that may occur on the mains (almost 95% of cases included). However, given the
potential variability of the frequency deviations, in both magnitude and duration, the output of
the integral-action controller needs to be limited. For example, in the case of large generation
outages, the frequency deviation occurs too rapidly for the frequency containment reserves to be
effectively activated and prevent the frequency from reaching values below and above these tolerances.
This situation would cause the controllers to order unacceptable changes for temperature set points.
For this reason, upper and lower saturation limits and rising and falling slew rates are included
in the implemented model. Additionally, to avoid a synchronized and massive response of the
loads, and consequently undesired frequency oscillations, a linear density probability function
is implemented on each load controller to decide in a distributed manner when an individual
load participates (or not) in the demand-side response. Therefore, the percentage of controllable
loads varies gradually depending on the severity of the frequency excursion, and thus emulating
proportional response of classical turbine-generator governors subjected to under-frequency excursions.
The load decision to be involved in frequency control (or not) is then determined individually by
each controllable load attending to: (i ) the frequency excursion along the time; (ii ) the severity of
such frequency deviations (the more severe is the frequency excursion, the higher is the number of
controlled loads to participate in the demand response); and (iii ) the own load thermal characteristics
that are in line with the off-time period ranges allowed by the customers. The decentralized solution
can thus be used for practical applications, in which it may need a huge number of appliance switches.
Figure 7 shows both thermal and power demand response of controllable loads subjected to
an under-frequency event. Their power demand profiles are also included by considering the load
controller proposed in Section 3.1. The thermal set-point value is modified according to Equation (5).
In this case, we consider ∆Ptie = 0, and, thus, ∆Tset− point is estimated proportional to the accumulated
deviation between the reference grid frequency and the measured value, according to Equation (5).
∆T set− point represents the command sent by the individual load controller to the appliance after
applying upper/lower and ramp limiters. As can be seen, within the first 25 s after the disturbance,
the ramp slope is limited to a maximum rate of 0.08 ◦ C per second. At the end of the simulation, the
maximum temperature variation is limited to 2 ◦ C. Moreover, this command has also been discretized
in steps of 0.5 ◦ C, i.e., ∆T set− point discretized. The larger is the variation of the temperature set point,
the lower is the duty-cycle of the load, thus decreasing power consumption and relieving power
system reserves.
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Figure 7. Frequency-response load controller: example of demand-side contribution to SFC.

4. Simulation and Results
4.1. Preliminaries
The most relevant data of the two implemented power systems were referred to an output
power of 1200 MW and 1000 MW, with grid frequency nominal values of 50 and 60 Hz, respectively.
In reference to wind power generation, both wind power plants had a rated capacity of 100 MW.
Further information about the wind turbines can be found in Appendix A (see Table A2). Additional
parameters, such as pitch control gains, are also included. Regarding controllable loads, and
assuming that the household sector represents about 30% of total final electricity consumption [12,59],
the percentage of controllable loads could then be estimated at around 10% of the global power
demand. Recent contributions affirm that, averaged across all countries, space cooling accounted for
around 14% of peak demand [60].
Controllable loads were divided into different groups attending to their thermal behaviors.
Subsequently, different thermal models were used to estimate their frequency control parameters.
In this way, fridges/freezers and electric water heaters were modeled according to Shaad et al. [61],
providing different approaches for identification of single-zone lumped parameter thermal models.
A direct load control algorithm was used to estimate and forecast the temperature and water usage
for each individual water heater. Air-conditioners were modeled based on a detailed energy balance
proposed by the authors in [62]. The model has been previously assessed for load management
applications under different load performances and conditions. By considering these models, as well
as k-parameters determined in Equation (6), Table A3 (see Appendix A) summarizes the main
configuration parameters according to the different thermal behaviors and customer uses.
4.2. Results
Computer simulations under different operating conditions were carried out using
Matlab-Simulink environment to evaluate the suitability of both additional control actions counteracting
frequency deviations: (i) Two different step load disturbances were considered for Control Area 1
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(CA-1), ∆P L1 = 0.05 and 0.075 pu; both imbalances remained for 10 min and they were scheduled to
disappear after these 10 min of simulation. Control Area 2 remained under balance conditions and
non-additional frequency excursions from CA-2 were included in the simulation scenarios. According
to the Spanish TSO, different severe situations were collected during the last decade that are in line
with the proposed scenarios. Some imbalances were due to wind power curtailments and wind speed
oscillations, such as −1.547 MW/min for a 10 min time interval (28 February 2014). Other imbalances
were due to special situations, for example a decreasing of 2000 MW for 15 min (3 December 2007)
accounting for more than 10% of the power demand. (ii) Different values of the virtual inertia
kWFs -factor were also applied: kWFs = 0, 5 and 10. The analysis thus focused on responses under
relevant imbalances in one control area, being frequency response under normal operation conditions
out of the scope of this paper. A recent discussion including normal operation analysis can be found
in [63].
Figure 8 shows the additional wind power contribution to the power system submitted to an
under-frequency excursion. The virtual frequency controller made the WTs behave similarly to
a conventional synchronous generator during the event, injecting a temporary extra power into the
grid. As can be seen, larger kWFs -factor values implied higher amounts of additional power provided
by the WTs. Nevertheless, kWFs -factor values had to be within a range of active power temporarily
achievable by the WTs according to different constraints. Indeed, excessive kWFs -factor values might
lead to additional power values not allowed to be provided by the WTs. Therefore, the kWFs -factor
selection process can be considered as a trade-off between an additional inertia provided by the
wind resource, i.e., an additional power injected into the power system, and the WT rotational speed
deceleration. Contributions focused on low inertia system operation and the relevance of wind turbines
to mitigate frequency deviations can be found in [64,65] and in [66] for isolated power systems.

Figure 8. VSWT responses under frequency excursion for different values of the virtual inertia factor
(kWFs ) and ∆P L1 = 0.05.

Figure 9 shows the CA-1 frequency response when demand-side contribution to frequency control
was applied (or not), i.e., ∆PDS 6= 0 and ∆PDS = 0, for a series of virtual inertia factor values (kWFs ).
Results with ∆PDS 6= 0 correspond to simulations where the proposed demand-response frequency
control was implemented under different inertia factor values, being kWFs = 0 a scenario where only
demand-response was included. According to these results, the maximum value for under-frequency
deviation was significantly reduced by 16.6% when only demand-response was considered (∆PDS 6= 0,
kWFs = 0). With regard to virtual inertia factors, larger kWFs -factors implied smaller RoCoF values,
as a consequence of the additional inertia provided by the WTs to the power system. In this way,
decreases of 22.5% and 23.2% were obtained for kWFs = 5 and 10, respectively, in comparison to other
scenarios without demand-side and WT contribution (∆PDS = 0, kWFs = 0). These aforementioned
reduction percentages, i.e., 16.6%, 22.5% and 23.2%, corresponded to a participation share of the
controlled load from 40.5% to 44.6%, based on the total available controllable loads. As introduced in
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Section 3.2, this percentage of controllable loads varied gradually depending on the severity of the
frequency excursion to avoid over-frequency values. In terms of the supply-side frequency response,
Figure 10 compares the extra power provided by the CA-1 conventional generating units during the
frequency excursion for the different scenarios. This additional active power delivered by conventional
generation was significantly reduced when demand and WT frequency response were considered, i.e.,
maximum peak value was reduced from 0.092 to 0.076 pu. Therefore, this reduction in active power
was significant for the presence of demand-side response ∆PDS 6= 0. Additional benefits from virtual
inertia factor values (kWFs 6= 0) could be achieved by including WT frequency control. This last benefit
depended on the wind power capacity considered in the proposed power system. Nevertheless, larger
kWFs -factor also reduced the power reserves from the conventional generation units.

Figure 9. Grid frequency variation for CA-1 (∆ f 1 ) and ∆P L1 = 0.05. Comparison of conventional
power plant frequency response (∆PDS = 0, kWFs = 0.) vs. demand-side (∆PDS 6= 0) and VSWT
contribution (kWFs 6= 0).

Figure 10. Conventional generation response for CA-1 (∆PG1 ) and ∆PL1 = 0.05.

With regard to the response of the demand-side frequency control, the participation of the
controlled load was linearly distributed from the beginning of the frequency excursion to 10 min.
The load controller actions were then spread out along the time of simulation, i.e., 10 min after
the disturbance, secondary control response of the controlled load was fully activated. Figure 11
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summarizes the contribution to PFC from the controllable loads, ∆PDS PFC , for the different simulated
scenarios. In line with the proposed load controller described in Section 2.3 (see Figure 4), the demand
response was proportional to the frequency excursion, emulating the natural response of conventional
generation units. It is worth pointing out that the demand-side contribution to PFC proportionally
disappeared with the frequency deviation, as primary response was progressively replaced by the
contribution of demand-side to SFC. Figure 12 shows the controlled load responses for the different
frequency excursions as regards demand-side contribution to SFC, ∆PDS SFC according to Section 3.
Consequently, SFC of controllable loads was implemented by introducing modifications in their
thermostat set-point values through Equation (5). Controlled load thermostats were then readjusted,
recovering progressively their initial temperature set point values. Figure 13 shows a box-plot of the
temperature refrigerator set points, i.e., Load Group I, aiming to demonstrate that the temperature
variation remained within acceptable limits during the secondary frequency control load participation.

Figure 11. PFC response of controlled loads (∆PDS PFC ) when applied to CA-1 and for ∆PL1 = 0.05.

Figure 12. SFC response of controlled loads (∆PDSSFC ) when applied to CA-1 and for ∆PL1 = 0.05.
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Figure 13. Temperature set point variation for Load Group I.

5. Conclusions
An alternative approach to improve dynamic performance of inter-connected power systems with
relevant penetration of wind resource is discussed and evaluated. A new frequency control strategy
is proposed by introducing demand-side contribution to frequency control, including primary and
secondary response under frequency excursions. This demand-side contribution is carried out through
the integration of frequency-sensitive load controllers into thermostatically controlled residential loads.
Additionally, a supplementary control loop synthesizing virtual inertia for wind power plants is
included as well, considering generation rate constraints and a governor dead-band. A combined
frequency control strategy is thus proposed and evaluated.
According to the results, frequency deviations were significantly reduced in comparison to
classical scenarios by including a combined solution with demand-response and wind power plant
participation (peak frequency excursions were reduced by 23%). Similarly, the necessities of both
primary and secondary regulation reserves from the supply-side could decrease significantly under
power imbalance conditions. From the demand-side, minor effects on the controlled loads were
allowed to satisfy minimum comfort levels required by the customers, with set-point temperature
variations lower than 2 ◦ C. Consequently, the results show a relevant reduction in supply-side reserve
requirements (26.8%) and thus a suitable solution to integrate both controllable loads and wind power
plants into the grid frequency stability.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
ACE
AGC
CAs
DD
DR
GDB
GRC
I
ISE
PFC
PI
PID
SFC
TCRLs
VSWTs
WFs
WT

Area Control Error
Automatic Generation Control
Control Areas
Dynamic demand
Demand response
Governor Dead-Band
Generation Rate Constraint
Integral
Integral Squared Error
Primary frequency control
Proportional Integral
Proportional Integral Derivative
Secondary frequency control
Thermostatically Controlled Residential Loads
Variable speed wind turbines
Wind Farms
Wind turbine

Appendix A
Power system and wind turbine parameters for simulations are shown in Tables A1 and A2.
Thermal model parameters of controlled residential loads are shown in Table A3.
Table A1. Power system model parameters.

Parameter

Value [PS1 ]

Value [PS2 ]

Rotational Inertia, Hi [s]
Damping, Di [puMW/Hz]
Tie-Line Power Rating, T12 [s]
Speed Regulation, Ri [Hz/puMW]
Integral Controller Gain, K Ii [-]
Bias Factor, β i [puMW/Hz]

5
8.333 · 10 −3
0.0866
2.4
0.28
0.125

7
8.333 · 10 −3
0.0866
9
0.28
0.150

Table A2. Wind turbine data.

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Nominal power [MW]
Type
Number of pole pairs
Gear ratio [-]
Rotor diameter [m]

2
VSWT
2
96
80

Rotor inertia [kg · m2 ]
Generator inertia [kg · m2 ]
Pitch Controller, K P [-]
Pitch Controller, K I [-]

8.6 · 10 6
150
2
0.9091

Table A3. Thermal model parameters for residential electric loads.

Parameter
[◦ C]

T0 , set-point
T0 , var(0.1) [◦ C]
∆Thigh /∆Tlow [◦ C]
max
tmax
on /to f f [min]

Group I

Group II

Group III

2–6
4 ∗ appliance
0.75/-0.75
20/20

20–26
23.5 ∗room
0.1/-0.1
-/-

50–75
50 ∗tank
1.5/-1.5
28/230
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